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BMO VALENTINE LOVE AFFAIR IS PASSIONATE SUCCESS
Love Affair, the highly anticipated and ballyhooed evening of Valentine’s
Day classiness, hosted by Bank of Montreal (BMO) as a benefit for PAL
Canada and Theatre 20, has been pronounced a runaway success. The
dining room was set up beautifully with a red and white Valentine's Day
theme. The cocktail party proceeding the dinner was
terrific -especially with the view over Lake Ontario
from the 68th floor of First Canadian Place, home of
BMO. The trés grande dinner began with a sumptuous
salmon appetizer, perfect filet mignon as the entrée
followed with crème brulé. As if that wasn’t sufficient, the feast was topped off with
the ‘cream of musical theatre artists ‘displaying some of the outstanding talent we
all know exists in our country. PAL members took part, especially an exuberant
Patty Gail in a Medley of Al Jolson songs. Apparently, Patty (shown in the
accompanying photograph) blew the roof off, assisted by her backup singers.
Continued See Passionate Love Affair P.3 .......

BOARD AND EXEC MEET AND CREATE
Several meetings of importance have been held over the
past few weeks regarding establishing a clear view of the
way forward for PAL Canada in the long- and short-term.
The Chapter Liaison Committee has contributed
considerably to the talks, addressing the problem of
generating greater participation from Chapter members
who, as all acknowledge, are stretched to the limit with
considerations closer to home.
Papers and considered opinions have been received by
our Executive Committee and are in the mix. Formal
resolutions will be presented to the next Board Meeting, at
month end, out of which will come what some are calling a
mini action plan. Rumours suggest a very positive outcome.
We’ll have a full report in our Summer Issue.
palingenesis

Patty Gail wows ‘em with
some Al Jolson songs

PAL STRATFORD GETS ITS LODGE
Word has it that our PAL Stratford Chapter has
purchased a property “in the heart of town” and
is busy tying up loose ends and planning
renovations which will result in a residence able
to provide five units
of affordable
housing for our
colleagues. It is
expected Stratford’s
Pal Place will be
operational later this
year.
A formal
Proposed PAL Lodge in Stratford
announcement will be
made shortly and a fuller article will appear in
our Summer Issue.
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GOOD WAKING UP DAY
You know sometimes it can be hard to drag yourself out of bed in the
morning. On the other hand, there are those times too when the day
isn’t long enough to get in all your celebrating! PAL has had many of
the former and not enough of the latter over our existence.
However, things have been decidedly on the upswing lately and we
have a number of good stories to share with you in this Issue.
Firstly, there’s the happy news that PAL Stratford’s efforts finally paid
off when they completed the purchase of a property “in the heart of
the city” in February. Required all-party clearances restrict our ability
to be as fulsome as we wish at this stage but more on the new lodge
will be available in time for our next issue. Meanwhile we can let you
know what’s in the works and tease you with a photo of the property.
On a similar level of excitement, though much different in nature, is
the wonderfully successful collaboration between PAL Canada &
Theatre 20, and the BMO-sponsored Valentine’s event at BMO’s Head
Office building in Toronto.
Elsewhere you will learn of two high-profile additions to our Board of
Directors and read about a number of other encouraging things
happening in various places, not the least being some very positive
ideas regarding where PAL’s hopes for the future lie, along with a
renewed commitment by all elements of our organization to cooperate
on the strengthening of ties amongst us and ensuring the PAL idea is
more easily understood, promulgated and activated throughout the
Country.
Most encouraging are the expressions of support and recognition for
the national nature of PAL emanating from our Chapters. Again and
again we hear statements recognizing the particular experience in one
Chapter or another of being able to evoke the national support of the
PAL idea, and being able to utilize that demonstrated value in the
pursuit of support at the local level.
And that’s what PAL is about, isn’t it? Helping each other!

LETTERS
(Original PAL founder, Peggy Mahon, jotted some nice things to us recently)

Editor: Re Winter Issue
Your editorial about volunteerism should be framed and made
required reading for everyone! Bravo!
I'm delighted that Jayne Eastwood's cards sold out (at the Christmas
Bazaar in PAL Toronto)...I'm so glad that her work is being
appreciated but I’m so sorry to read that White Point (hotel in Nova
Scotia) burned down. My dad took me there when I was a child!
Very special memories!
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-Peggy Mahon
Ed: Thanks, Peggy. FYI, It’s admittedly ambitious but White Point is planning a Fall reopening.
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NOTES FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S DESK
I am encouraged with the progress being achieved in areas identified as our current priorities.
The PAL Canada board of directors is presently focused on establishing where we can deliver
measurable, successful assistance to chapters in their creation and sustainability. Presently, we
are mentoring a group in Ottawa which is eagerly working towards forming a Chapter.
The momentum created in our pursuit to give the website a contemporary appearance is
extremely exciting and you will experience this change with us soon.
PAL Stratford’s announcement of the purchase of a lodge is an achievement applauded by all.
A fundraising campaign for renovations will be announced imminently and PAL Canada will
work to assist them in this endeavor.
Love Affair, our PAL Canada profile-raising event for PAL Canada and Theatre 20, was a most
enjoyable evening’s entertainment. Our thanks to the Bank of Montreal (BMO), Marlene Smith, Patty Gail Peaker, PAL
Toronto, Racheal McCaig, PAL Canada, Rosie Shaw, and Theatre 20.
The highlight of the evening for my part was watching senior PAL residents performing with established professional
artists and emerging young talents. A most enjoyable experience.
MEMBER-INITIATED FUNDRAISER
Part of the 20-member cast for the reading of
G.B.Shaw’s Saint Joan held at beautiful Crescent
Fort Rouge United Church, in Winnipeg.
The fundraiser, self-initiated by PAL Winnipeg
member Talia Puria, raised over $1,300, and
also raised awareness, pride and garnered
many, many thanks. See report on Page 5.
LA GRANDE PROMENADE
Prominent PAL Vancouver-ite, Chris Tyrell, celebrated his successful La Grande Promenade (his self-initiated, sponsored walk
through France) with several pledgers and PAL staff at the PAL lodge in October . Chris was thanked most sincerely, as were
his sponsors, for this initiative which raised $17,134 for PAL Vancouver. The amount was one of the largest donations of the
year to that time.

Passionate Love Affair (Cont’d)
The event was virtually sold out with a tidy sum of money raised and, importantly,
the profile of PAL Canada and her Chapters also raised throughout the country.
The entertainment rocked! One observer, PAL Toronto’s Racheal McCaig was having
such a good time she was distracted from taking as many photos as planned, though
some of those reproduced here are from her camera. Patty Gail was in heaven while
doing her Al Jolson Medley with her 8-voice background vocalists. The amazing David
Warrack worked his usual magic on the piano. David has been a strong supporter of
the PAL idea from the beginning and continues to make his special presence available
to the organization time after time.
Founding Artist David Keeley
Much thanks is due to Bank of Montreal, especially Nada Ristich, its Director, Corporate Affairs. BMO’s
recognition of these two worthy groups, PAL Canada and Theatre 20, is a powerful message to our Arts
Community as well as the public at large that artists
are of prime importance and should be celebrated.
Celebrated they were at this event brought to fruition
by producer Marlene Smith, Theatre 20‘s Rosie
Shaw and our own Executive Director, Paul Shaw.
Among other artists providing a splashy, enjoyable
entertainment portion of the evening were:, Evan
Buliung, as well as John Chou, Kristin Dalziel,
Laura Jean Elligsen, Mikaela MacGillivray,
Glen Mills, Cassie Nadeau Clara Scott and
Keenan Viau, seen here (Left) with Patty Gail.
palingenesis
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be approached by Megan Leslie, MP, for a
meeting. We very much enjoyed meeting the
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NDP Member for Halifax and hope her
acquaintance will help provide us with new,
Elsewhere you will find an
helpful insight and direction.
of a special
The Board has been
(Torontoannouncement
Cont’d)
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29.
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let
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We recently held a casual members gathering at the
of hosting our second Scrabble® with the Stars
about it in the next Palingenesis.
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Although
small
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Although
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PAL Halifax was offered a team spot in the Word on the Street
PAL WINNIPEG
PAL STRATFORD purchased
Spelling Bee fundraiser on March 8th. We accepted. See Page 6.
Word on the street
in Winnipeg
an historic
arts & crafts home, a
-Nancy Morgan
suggests thereformer
is morebed
to attend
to
& breakfast
than is readilyoperation,
seen. However,
we
on Valentine’s
Day. It
PAL TORONTO
still
don’t
have
Notes
again
this
Thanks to a
will be converted into a PAL
issue.
hardworking
Lodge. It is hoped the property
committee the PAL
With the
Celebrity
Clubmildest
is

winter in memory
almost behind us, PAL Toronto looks forward to the
Spring season as a time of renewal and positive
change.
Our rooftop garden patio is quietly waiting to
burst into life with the planting of flowers and
vegetables by our own residents. We've been
working with engineers to implement new rooftop
washroom facilities which we hope will allow
residents & their guests to maximize the time they
can spent in our little urban oasis this summer.
palingenesis

A brand new logo has been designed for PAL
Toronto and we look forward to unveiling it to our
members this season. As the flagship location for
PAL's across the country, our goal is to be brandrecognizable with an image that is clear, simple and
representative of all of our many years of work in
the arts.
The Celebrity Club, our own private restaurant &
bar, continues to bring top-notch live entertainment
to our location. We are all looking forward to a
continued exciting line-up of featured artists to
grace our doorstep. ⤴

will be renovated and be ready
for occupancy later this year.
Following a formal announcement
4 in due
course, Palingenesis will be carrying a full story of
this exciting development in our Summer Issue.
- Ed

PAL OTTAWA
Steering Committee

-shortly to officially become the
Ottawa Chapter of PAL Canada
when Incorporation is
completed. Registered Charitable
status will, of course, take a little
longer. This progress follows from an Open Forum
meeting in December. Meanwhile, Supporting Cast,
under the leadership of Michael Namer and Mitzi
Hauser, is assembling a corps of volunteers and
arranging for training workshops with the
Victorian Order of Nurses, as well as connecting with
established organizations to provide professional
help beyond the capabilities of volunteers. The
Business Reality (read “Housing”) Committee, chaired
by Lynn McGuigan and Alison Atkins, is building
its contacts with the City and Jerry Grey heads the
group which is charged with generating
Membership and Awareness.
-Jim Bradford
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With the help of ACORN
Development Consultants,
we have successfully
secured a site-specific expression of interest from the
provincial government and are currently partnering
with a local developer to pursue this exciting possibility.
Responses to our Need & Demand Survey created by
ACORN are rolling in, building a strong case for PAL
Winnipeg's future. Early days yet, but we are definitely
taking the necessary steps to go from talking to building
PAL Winnipeg.
It has been a winter of fundraisers. As part of the
Royal Manitoba Theatre Centre's Shawfest, PAL Winnipeg
member Talia Pura organized a reading of Shaw's Saint
Joan as a fundraiser for PAL Winnipeg on January 30th .
Cont’d Back Page.....

PAL Calgary has been
struggling of late. Reports
out of Calgary indicate that
most members expect a
period of dormancy in
which to rekindle
enthusiasm and
commitment. After all, the belief in the necessity of
the PAL idea has not changed, though there is
disappointment in the lack of progress towards
establishing some affordable accommodation in the
city
However, it must be realized that a physical lodge
is not a necessity in carrying out PAL’s objectives
and that setbacks are normal occurrences in the
history of every Chapter.
We all hope the rebuilding and refocusing of
Calgary Chapter mentioned in the last issue of
Palingenesis will happen quickly. -Ed

PAL EDMONTON

The past few months have
been a time of start and stop
and start .....
and stop.
We entered the new year with a time-line of meetings and
charrettes — and a wonderfully successful fund-raiser held
in honour of Tommy Banks as he retired from the Senate.
Tommy and Ida Banks are Honorary Patrons of the Artists
Urban Village and this splendid event featured a
performance by the Tommy Banks Trio and many warm
and wonderful stories celebrating their contributions to
Edmonton, Alberta, and Canada.
But we had to put our work on hold while waiting for the
City to decide where it wanted to run the latest new Light
Rail Transit line. Now they've committed to laying it on
the street south of the Artist Quarters site (the new ⤴
Palingenesis
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PAL EDMONTON Artists Urban Village Cont’d

name for our building) we, the architect, our search
for stakeholders, design brain-storming and planning
can begin in earnest.
Two steps forward. Wait. Another step forward.
The dance goes on. Still, everywhere we go, all we
meet greet the idea of the Artist Quarters with happy
interest and strong support.
-Linda Huffman

PALS In Time Chorus Under the direction of music
director Dominique Hogan and
accompanied by Caitlin Hayes
and Darrell Lang (drums), PALS
In Time Chorus featured a varied
repertoire; from rock and roll to jazz and Broadway,
there were tunes for every ear. Although the chorus
was the star of the evening, it was joined by other local
veteran performers Sean Allen (singer, actor), Judy
Ginn Walchuck (singer), Patricia
Duval (singer/actor), Lorraine Foster
(singer) and Alex McLeod (actor/
singer).
-Residents Making a difference:
In February PAL Vancouver resident
Dolores Drake presented her show
From Away at the PAL Studio Theatre as a benefit for
PAL Vancouver. From Away is one-woman show that
treads familiar fringe ground with its one-woman
format and story of family and home. Drake is a
riveting actress and talented writer who has created a
well-crafted theatrical journey. Thank you Dolores and
keep up the great work.
-PAL Vancouver resident Lillia Chavarria saved more
than 7,600 pennies throughout the
year and when it came to deciding
what to do with the money only one
thing came to her mind: -PAL
Vancouver! Originally from Mexico,
Lillia also decided to offer other PAL
Vancouver residents Spanish lesson
by donation, which also gets
donated to PAL Vancouver. Thank you very much
Lillia, your smile and kind heart inspire us.
-Patrizia Ferrari and Ellie O'Day
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PAL CANADA BOARD WELCOMES NEW MEMBERS-AT-LARGE
Ron Haney has over 25 years experience within the
performing arts community, and is known as a fair and creative
champion of artists' rights.
Atrained professional singer (National Arts Centre and the
Canadian Opera Company) he has been a Senior Business Agent
for Canadian Actors’Equity Association (CAEA) and the
Directors' Guild of Canada-Ontario . He was appointed and
served as CEO & Executive Director of the DGC Ontario from
Aug. 2004 to Sept. 2011.
Recipient of the CAEA’s Larry McCance Award for outstanding
contribution to Equity, he also received the Canadian Film Centre
Payback Award and has served on various Boards and
Committees including the federal Advisory Council For Arts and
Culture and is active on the Finance Committee of Toronto’s
Woodsworth Housing Cooperative.
PAL HALIFAX CREATES BUZZ AT SPELLING BEE
PALHalifax was offered a team
spot in the Word on the Street
Spelling Bee March 8th. Team PAL
Rock Star Spellers included . L-R:
Eric Stotts (Co-Chair) ,Treasurer
Kimberly Bungay (Team
Captain), Deb Allen (past Board
Member) and Dan MacDonald
(Board Member) . They narrowly missed advancing to the finals, but
lots of fun was had by all. Word on the Street is very supportive of
PALand PALHalifax was pleased to be in their inaugural fundraiser.

Jeff Braunstein has been a member of the PAL
Canada Board since 2011, serving as a Member-atLarge. This followed a number of years on the
Board of PAL Toronto and a life of dedication to his
colleagues in various capacities, including terms as
President of Canadian Actors’ Equity Association
(CAEA), as well as running his own theatrical
production company, Asterix Productions.
Highly valued and much honoured for his
volunteer work within the arts Community, Jeff is
married to actor/writer/producer Maja Ardal and
lives in West End Toronto.
PAL TORONTO BRUNCH
One of the most popular yearly events in Pal Place is the Annual PAL
Holiday Brunch, provided by the PAL Toronto Board and served by its
distinguished Directors. The gathering is eagerly anticipated and
plans to attend made long in advance.
This latest event lived up to the hype with a delicious assortment
(including o.j. & champers) delighting the large number of
attendees.
Shown behind the serving counter in
this Norman Hart Photo are R-L:
Dale Barnes, Ken Gass (Toronto
President), Dan Lyons, Gary
Shortliffe and, to his right, Mrs.
Shortliffe. With Board Members serving the traditional meal , the
request for seats was so great two sittings were needed!

UNSUNG HEROES
-Supporting Cast Stories
A major bragging point in our list of real accomplishments within PAL is the invaluable work done by those amazing volunteers on
Supporting Cast organizations throughout the nation. In Supporting Cast (called PAL’s Angels in Vancouver) these members
continue to perform amazingly selfless actions in aid of their fellow artists. The work, for privacy considerations, must usually go
unrecognized except by those closely involved, but it is vital to the fulfilment of the founding ideals of PAL.
Sharon Dyer suffers from Parkinson’s Disease. Yet, during the years she was resident in Pal Place she was active and
into many things, including organizing regular bingo nights and including some of our neighboring community
friends in them. In earlier years, she was able to sing robustly and entertain the folks. She wrote and workshopped a
musical one-woman play about Marie Dressler, worked on the in-house newsletter, on the Residents’ Association and
other committees. Several residents in those years assisted Sharon with her speech therapy etc. She and Patty Gail did
some musical numbers together on the PAL stage and in the Celebrity Club and Patty, as co-ordinator of Supporting
Cast, was able to attend some physical/physiological therapy with Sharon at Baycrest Hospital. With the accelerating
effects of Parkinson’s disease her falls increased and it became necessary to assess whether she would require more
home assistance than PAL was able to provide. After a period of years, family, medical staff and PAL agreed that
Sharon needed to move to a facility that could give her the necessary daily care. A sad, heart-breaking time for Sharon
and a wrenching time for the residents of PAL. After all, our mandate is “Caring for Our Own”.
Continued: See Unsung Heroes Page 8
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David Patrick George (Dave) Abbott
Irish-born Dave Abbott studied
education at Trinity College,
Dublin. In 1960 he immigrated to
Vancouver to take up a teaching
position. A chance encounter
with radio legend Pat Burns
sparked a successful career in
broadcasting for over 30 years at
CJOR, CKNW, CJVI, CBC and
CKVU. In radio, television and
print, as a public speaker and
travel writer, he traveled the world satisfying his insatiable
curiosity for a good story. In 2010 he was inducted into the B.C.
Entertainment Hall of Fame with a star on the Granville Street
Starwalk. He died 18 December, 2011, at the age of 74.
Much appreciated by an admiring following, Dave was a
longtime supporter and resident of PAL Vancouver. His
memorial service at the PAL Studio Theatre was standing
room only.
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JUAN AMONG MANY STARS
Well-known actor-singer
Juan Chioran was among
Founding Artists who
entertained at the BMOsponsored Love Affair, a
February fundraiser for
PAL and Theatre 20.

SCRABBLE®WITH THE STARS 7th MAY

One of the year’s most fun-filled and highly
anticipated events, the 8th Annual Scrabble® With
The Stars, for PAL Toronto, takes place on Monday,
May 7th at the newly renovated Arcadian Loft, once
again hosted by Jeanne Beker and Barry Flatman.
Scrabble® With The Stars brings together more than
50 celebrities such as Margaret Atwood, Sarah Polley,
Gordon Pinsent, Colin Mochrie, Deb McGrath,
Jennifer Dale, Zaib Shaikh, Rick Miller, and Jackie
Richardson. Proceeds from this event are earmarked
PALS IN TIME CHORUS SINGS OUT IN B.C. to help provide extended care to those who have
become too fragile to care for themselves in their own
PAL apartments.
Under their music director Dominique Hogan and
accompanied by Caitlin Hayes and Darrell Lang (drums), Sponsorship opportunities are still available, as are
individual tickets at $150. Tell your friends and come
PALS In Time Chorus featured a varied repertoire in their
exchange words with a celebrity. We can guarantee
recent Fall concert you’ve never had so much fun supporting a great
in PALVan’s PAL cause!
Studio Theatre.
For information and tickets, call 416-778-0241 or go
From rock‘n’roll to to our website: http://scrabblewiththestars.ca/

jazz & Broadway,
there were tunes
for every ear.
Although the
chorus was the star
of the evening,
other veteran performers joined in: Sean Allen (singer,
actor), Judy Ginn Walchuck (singer), Patricia Duval
(singer/actor), Lorraine Foster (singer) and Alex McLeod
(actor/singer). The group is captured in full voice above.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING SET
The date for the 2012 Annual General Meeting
(AGM) has been set for 25th June. Members will
receive complete details in a membership mailout in
the near future.
Please see other official notices on our Back Page.
palingenesis

THEATRE PIONEER TAKES THE CAKE
Original PAL resident, John (Jack) Thorne
celebrated his 90th Birthday on Valentine’s Day
amongst family, many
residents and friends at
the PAL Studio Theatre.
Jack is a former CBC TV
producer, and married to
Joy Coghill-Thorne, one of
the co-founders of PAL
Vancouver. He (along with
Joy and several others)
Photo: Patrizia Ferrari
was one of the Founders
of the famed Holiday
Theatre Company,
Canada’s FirstTheatre
for Children, in Vancouver in1953.
7
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PLEASE READ ! IMPORTANT NOTICES ! PLEASE READ
NOTICE OF ELECTIONS: BOARD OF DIRECTORS, PAL CANADA FOUNDATION
The By-laws of PAL Canada Foundation currently make provision for 7 Members-at-Large to be elected to its Board of
Directors by the membership. The term of office is for two years from the date of the Annual General Meeting which, this
year, will be held on June 25th. The terms of 3 current members who are Members-at-Large will expire at the 2012 Annual
General Meeting.
While the incumbents may, or may not, decide to stand for a further term, the seats will become open, as will any whose
incumbents decide to resign mid term.
We encourage any member in good standing who would like to become a candidate for a seat on the Board of Directors to
submit a nomination. The nomination will bear the signatures of two other paid up members of PAL Canada, as well as
that of the nominee indicating a willingness to serve. The inclusion of a brief biography of the nominee would be helpful,
but it is not an absolute requirement at this point.
Nominations should be directed to the Secretary, PAL Canada Foundation Inc., 110 The Esplanade. Suite 333, Toronto,
ON, M5E 1X9 and must be received no later than May 11th, 2012.
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS TO PAL CANADA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PAL CANADA is looking for at least one person who wants to make a positive difference in the lives of seniors who work (or have
worked) in the professional performing arts. At our Annual General Meeting on June 25, 2012 we will be electing our new Board of
Directors. We strive to build a strong and effective board by ensuring that it is comprised of a broad and diversified base of talented
and skilled people. Our board is made up of 7 persons elected at-large from across Canada as well as representatives from the 7
PAL Chapters in Halifax, Toronto, Stratford, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Calgary and Vancouver, and ex-officio representation from the
professional associations and performing arts unions who founded PAL Canada in the 1990’s.
The board meets 6 times/year in Toronto, with members from other parts of Canada connected by conference call. Meetings last
approximately 2 hours. Each member of the board is expected to be actively involved with the activities of at least one of the board
committees. All board members need to become current members of PAL Canada if they are not already.
Our board members are passionate about the performing arts—the people who devote their lives to creating Canadian live
performance, and to our mission: Taking Care of Our Own. Previous experience as a board member for a non-profit organization is
an asset, as is experience in business or other professions.
If you are a interested in being considered by the Nominations Committee, please contact Allan Macmillan, Secretary at
macmillan22@gmail.com at your earliest convenience. Note also the final date of May 11, 2012 for receipt of formal submissions of
nomination for election to the board in the preceding Notice of Elections, as well as the mailing address.

Unsung Heroes (Cont’d from Page 6)

Continued from P. 5 PAL Winnipeg Notes

The reading was extremely well attended -over
$1,300 raised- and many thanks are due to Talia and
the cast of 20 local actors (that's Shaw for you) who
donated their time and skill.
This was the 3rd member-initiated benefit for PAL within
the community this year. First MTS Winnipeg on Demand
donated the proceeds from the premiere of The Book of
Vaudeville, a movie about the glory days of the Vaudeville
circuit in Winnipeg, and Between Then and Now: Twenty
Years of Theatre Projects Manitoba, a documentary about the
history of one of Winnipeg's feistiest theatre companies;
then PAL Winnipeg board member Dave Brown donated
the proceeds from the screening of his independant short
film Chump Change. With a motivated membership like
this we may be turning sod sooner than we think ! In
addition to the welcome financial boost these fundraisers
bring, the growth in awareness and name recognition is
Ed.: PAL Toronto is working toward providing in situ extended care services as colleagues incredibly helpful as we move forward.
Patty Gail had personally worked with Sharon through Supporting
Cast programmes long before she moved into PAL. It was not an easy
decision to make.
Today Sharon is in a good LTC facility close to PAL and several of the
PAL residents frequently visit her. She is capable of getting to PAL
events by the Toronto Transit’s WheelTrans any time she likes and is
physically able, though having an escort with her these days is
preferable as she still tends to fall out of her mobile scooter. Sharon’s
voice has by now totally left her. She can only whisper, which makes
communication with her somewhat of a challenge but not impossible.
She can still handle a computer and her mind is active. She maintains
that great sense of humor she always had and is quite the example of
courage and determination and a demonstration of why PAL and
Supporting Cast programmers are so needed.
get older.
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